Move beyond your own content resources to better assess trends, understand risk and provide deep analysis for your bulk data research using LexisNexis Data Integration Solutions.

You know LexisNexis as the trusted information provider, but did you know that you can access our content in the context that’s right for your needs?

LexisNexis Data Integration Solutions offers flexible solutions that integrate with your existing interfaces to **improve search results and drive better research insights.**

**Put your research into context with:**

- Trend Analysis
- Algorithm Testing
- Risk Analysis
- Media Coverage Analysis

**Find the Solution Right For You**

Whether you’re focused on a specific data set or a stream of global information for data mining, we offer a range of flexible options to meet your needs.

By leveraging current industry standards, we ensure you’re working with content in the format most aligned to your resources and research needs. Additionally, all of our solutions use a number of API and content protocols, meaning you can use in-house teams or we can provide training based on what you currently have in place.

**Real World Value, Every Day**

Our goal is to save you time and money. Our Data Integration Solutions enable you to:

- Access thousands of information sources while minimizing the number of formats and interfaces needed to view them
- Minimize the training and support often required for multiple data tools
- Speed the process of content acquisition
- Mitigate copyright risks associated with licensed content access
Data Integration Solutions at a Glance

Need help understanding which solution is right for you? Each one is designed with specific demands in mind, meaning no matter what your content needs are, there is a solution that will help you be smarter, faster and more confident in the insights you provide your organization.

**BULK API**

You need fast results from live and archived content feeds
Whether you’re looking for thousands or dozens of news and regulatory sources, Bulk API is our delivery tool for large volumes of current and historical content.
- Provides publication-level news and regulatory feeds with optional archive
- Integrates targeted publications into customer application as they become available on LexisNexis
- Leverages customer search system
- Allows for analysis on LexisNexis archive while continuing analysis on new content as it becomes available

**ARCHIVE**

You need data retrieval within limited time sets
The ideal option for customers with a one-time, short-term need to access a comprehensive collection of news sources for research analysis.
- Customers can choose which years of news archives to purchase
- Ideal for developing predictive models or testing an algorithm
- Provides large volumes of content over a specific time frame to analyze coverage of topics, people or trends

**WSK (WEB SERVICES KIT)**

You want ultimate control over your searches across content
Allows developers to execute searches across LexisNexis content, retrieve results and control all user interface decisions for integration into your existing platform.
- The only solution that allows “on-the-fly” search retrieval or historical retrieval
- Provides a limited set of data, filtered by topic or search for internal platform integration
- Ideal for organizations that run scheduled searches for updated results or large volumes of matching data

**METABASE**

You need to know all things current with news and social media streams
For customers looking to ingest and integrate a large number of articles, posts and content through a single API for powering real-time analytics or applications.
- Index, search, analyze and monitor millions of articles for mentions of a commentary on companies, customers, competitors, products, trends or any other relevant topic for business intelligence
- Ingest social media and news into your own application
- Filter with existing interfaces

Starting is simple
Contact us today for a personalized consultation or for a quote at 800.628.3612.

For more information
800.628.3612  @LexisNexisBiz  www.lexisnexis.com/BizBlog

After nearly 40 years providing solutions that help organizations harness the power of information, LexisNexis remains dedicated to developing innovative tools to support data-driven decision-making. Our commitment extends beyond comprehensive content and outstanding search technology to world-class client service support, ensuring that our clients gain maximum insights—and value—from LexisNexis solutions.